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 ABSTRACT: When I was 23 years old, I experienced my first mania. Eventually, when I 
was 48 years old, I was diagnosed with Bipolar I Disorder. Along the way, I also 
learned that much of the content of my experience could be categorized according 
to standards and traditions of Jungian psychology, mysticism, and religion. The first 
mania lasted 3 months and involved waves of euphoria, with a compelling flow of 
new material into keen consciousness. Prior to the mania, I had experienced 6 
months of a severe obsessive compulsive neurosis and accompanying depression, 
leaving me weighing 145 lbs at 6' 1". Therefore, the classic psychodynamic phrase, 
'manic rescue', could be applied. At mania onset, I was immediately immersed in the 
experience of intense ideas of reference, of the nature Carl Jung would describe as 
synchronicity. I soon found some of his literature at a university library. With the 
pathological social dysfunction that I was to generate and the accompanying 
alienation, I cannot overemphasize how important this literature was in reinforcing 
that I was not alone. I was encountering consensually validated structure, an 
experience of psycho-environmental architecture, if you will, described from many 
independent sources across places and times. I found that my journey with 
synchronicity was a two-edged sword. On one hand, it was part of an oceanic 
experience where archetypal elements of many disciplines harmonized. On the 
other, it contributed to my development of delusions, involving other people, which I 
acted upon while manic. When not manic, I continued to experience mild 
synchronicity. As the years went on and I progressed through clinical training and 
practice, the original delusions had resolved through cognitive confrontation and 
social shaping. However, I was still left with annoying cognitive dissonance. While 
the larger mystical picture provided practical applications in my life, the delusions of 
an interpersonal nature lead to much pain. Yet, all the experience involved a clear 
architecture and order. There was sharp synchronization between my minds eye, 
thoughts, and the external environment. After I left clinical practice, I investigated 
further. I learned via the Internet that I was not alone in experiencing a mild and 
non-disturbing increase in the experience of synchronicity after meditation, 
conceivably due to a mild decrease in repression. One could experience a 
repeatable/controlled engagement of the inverse relationship between repression 
and the experience of synchronicity. In addition to the resonance between internal 
and external 
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phenomena with synchronicity itself, this internal psychodynamic process affecting 
the intensity of synchronicity was epistemologically compelling. The paper will 
present more case detail as well as a discussion of an interpretation approach that 
has helped me in reducing some of my cognitive dissonance. Obviously, there is not 
a goal of establishing any new standard process for others. This is simply sharing a 
personal story, with the thought that the material might contribute to dialogue 
regarding topics such as the interface between metaphysics and psychiatric 
structural models of the psyche. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL SECTION: 

Particularly during my first mania, my capacity to constructively interpret my mental 
experience was very limited. I have mild dyslexia. So, by the age of 23, my formal 
learning was mostly limited to that of the curriculum of a BS in Biology, which I had 
obtained prior to enlisting in the Army. Regarding reading material during the 
months just prior to the mania, I had started graduate school in Biology while in the 
Army. However, I had to withdraw from school when I developed severe anxiety and 
depression. During that time, I would slowly read religious material and receive 
counseling from Army chaplains. To support my scientific and rational mind, I would 
also read Carl Sagan. I had a cursory exposure to psychology prior to the Army, as 
part of my general education. However, even if I had acquired a significant 'head 
knowledge' of the topographical mind model and Jungian psychology prior to the 
mania, I would not have had the insight required to recognize a disruption of the 
internal boundary to the unconscious. 

In the early morning, early spring 1984, content suddenly rushed into my conscious 
mind's eye, as if coming from completely outside myself, regardless of whether it 
was from the personal or collective unconscious. Helpfully, some of the deeper 
archetypal influences, combined with positive spirituality, resulted in immediate 
reduction of angst that I had been experiencing in my internal religious life. This was 
accompanied by a more mature interpretation of scripture. However, the sense of 
ALL content 'coming from beyond' - whether personal or collective-was combined 
with the typical sensation of trans-spacetime 
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during an encounter with the unconscious. As I processed the material with the 
mechanical bias of my worldview, I interpreted all this material as objective. I 
conceived of it as having an applicable mechanical meaning to the material world, 
whether past, present, or future. As the initial hours and days past, particularly if the 
content was participating in synchronicity, and did not relate to my past 
experiences, I assumed that I was consistently having clairvoyance with the literal 
present or seeing the literal future. 

I will go on to describe errors in my interpretation and secondary dysfunction below. 
Here, I will discuss ESP phenomena that are similar to other independent ubiquitous 
reports. I was not able to conjure up these experiences nor did I make an effort to do 
so. Retrospectively, it seems that aspects of superficial and deep layers normally part 
of the collective unconscious had entered my consciousness. For example, one 
might say that I was experiencing telepathy when I knew what someone was going 
to say. For me, a better view is that the other person and I were subject to a common 
unconscious pattern process. I just happened to manifest it in consciousness sooner. 

At other times, I would perceive of a physical object paranormally. For example, I was 
in my place of work and needed a comb for my hair (At that time, I kept my hair as 
long as the military would allow). In my minds eye, I saw a yellow comb in a remote 
desk drawer of a peripheral room in the building; a location that I had not been to. I 
went to retrieve it and confirmed its color and form. 

There was also a constellation of archetypal scientific ideas in my mind profoundly 
coinciding with external elements. I had a cursory background in these subjects 
from college. Prior to the Army, as part of my BS in Biology, I had taken only a year of 
physics. However, because it was advanced general physics and required a year of 
prerequisite calculus, it included a general introduction to quantum mechanics and 
relativity. My physics professor took time to discuss possible philosophical 
implications of quantum mechanics. He was not dogmatic or insistent in his view, 
but he stated that there was a substantial group of physicists who held the belief 
that the mind was a dependent variable regarding the activity of matter in the 
universe.  After I became manic, in 1984, I developed a typical archetypal-infused 
view of cosmology. I experienced a metaphorical concept like a cookie press 
molding disk for macro-evolution across linear time since the big bang. That disk 
paradoxically married up etiologic factors expressed holographically ( independent 
of space-time ) and classical linear-time bound factors. It included a role for the 
holographic mind, including a factor for intrapsychic conflict. The view also included 
the process of natural selection from biology as well as progressive interpretation of 
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religious scripture. By the end of the intense mania, 3 months later, I had a 
conception of a parallel universe displaying symmetry to this one, as reflected in my 
journal of entry of July 3, 1984. All of this content had free will and pre-determinism 
paradoxically combined. These mental contents were floridly involved in 
synchronicity, most vividly in the ornithology course mentioned below. 

On the first day of my mania, the first album that I listened to was Synchronicity, by 
The Police. I was familiar previously with a few of the albums songs, from the radio 
and MTV. However, the album was my Army roommate's, and I had not listened to 
the lyrics of the first song, Synchronicity 1 (Sting 1983). As it played, I was experiencing 
synchronicity between my minds eye and lyrical content (a saturation of this is 
typical for my mania). However, this was not just at the level of simple 
correspondence between internal thoughts and external words. The shared 
meaning was profound and included references to phenomena such as 
relationships not bound by time and subatomic physics. These were specific and 
critical elements of my manic-driven and massively expanded mind's eye. Again, I 
had just started my first manic episode 8 hours before. The number of meaningful 
concept coincidences in my manic state was staggering. It was as if my experience 
was being narrated, and for a split second, I had a bizarre thought; "the singer must 
know me." However, I quickly dismissed that as too bizarre. Still, I wanted to know 
what source had influenced the writing. I went to the album cover. On the back, 
there was a partial photocopy of the back cover of the book by Carl Jung, 
Synchronicity: An Acausal Connecting Principle (Jung 1960). This photocopy included 
Jung's name, allowing me to soon look up some of Jung's works in the university 
library. 

 Although I was experiencing the dysfunctional symptoms of a 3-month mania, I was 
able to follow social etiquette well enough to not receive forced mental healthcare. I 
was also able to adapt most of my behavior to military customs and courtesies, and I 
was able to behave appropriately in a classroom. With a return of motivation, and 
that to the excess, I wanted to continue school performance that might help me get 
admitted to medical school. I re-entered course work at the local university. To keep 
things simple, I took a one-week military leave and attended a graduate level 'cram 
course' in ornithology. My notebook at the time reveals automatic writing reflecting 
synchronicity with lecture content, interlaced with the ornithology lecture content 
proper. Fortuitous for me and others reviewing my psychiatric history, this notebook 
became one of many that I used for a journal. However, regarding the academic 
work for ornithology, which included essays and the potential for tangential writing, I 
was able to keep all the work that I turned in concise, 
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coherent, and within the realm of basic science. 

On the first day of the ornithology course, with the back of the Synchronicity album 
cover in mind, I went to the university library to look up Jung. I did not know what 
most of the terms meant at that point, and I was still reading slowly, but I was 
critically affirmed by the resonance between the subject matter in my manic mind 
and the library material. I was anything but alone in my encounter with 
synchronicity. However, I continued with essentially no insight into the nature of the 
unconscious, including the nature of the internal boundary to the unconscious and 
associated psychodynamics. 

I entertained a number of misinterpretations of synchronicity. In some instances, I 
would see a title of a book and believe that I knew its content, based on how the title 
resonated with my inner thinking. I instigated social dysfunction as I discussed 
synchronicity-supported beliefs about others' lives. Of course, I experienced some 
ostracism with my obsessive and excessive talking about the obscure subjects. 

I was an enlisted man at the time, and I will take a moment here to describe a 
particularly potent example of delusion involving a female Army officer. I was 
experiencing a synchronicity-reinforced erotomanic delusion regarding her. 
Thankfully, most of my dysfunction involved internal confusion. However, I violated 
fraternization rules governing the conduct between enlisted and officer personnel. I 
repeatedly asked her out for a date and sent her a short unintelligible poem. Also, I 
told a few other enlisted people that she was going to be my wife. I believed that she 
was going to return to the town where she had gone to school and where I was to 
go to medical school. Then, we would be married. I was able to doubt the delusion at 
times, but my interpretation of synchronicity reinforced it. This was occuring in my 
mind while, in the external world, she was regularly dating an Army officer and was 
actually engaged to be married to him. 

As 1984 rolled into 1985, and I had left the Army, I continued to send her occasional 
letters. I was no longer manic, but I still had the residual delusion pertaining to her. I 
did not initially get accepted to the particular medical school of choice. Then, an 
unusual opportunity for transfer between second and third year opened up at my 
medical school of choice, and I was accepted for transfer. After I had been there 
eight months, and she did not show, I engaged in a pre-internet to search to find her 
and her telephone number. This was spring, 1988. Her husband answered the phone 
and was, indeed, the same officer of 4 years before. She was pregnant with her first 
child. I did not share with her what my now-shattered internal delusion had been, 
but I did apologize for any letters that she might 
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have received. She had not received the letters. Evidently, they had not been 
forwarded to her military station. Regardless, she was remarkably compassionate 
and understanding. Thankfully, within a few months of that call, I started dating my 
actual wife-to-be, Vicki, who continues to be my Godsend of enduring love, 
understanding, and compassion. 

  

For the most part, I set the whole experience of the mid-80s on a shelf. As I 
progressed through my clinical training and career, most of my healthcare tasking 
was biological, behavioral, and administrative. This required a dominance of my 
rational mind. Still, I did experience occasional synchronicity. Also, in the back of my 
mind, I continued with cognitive dissonance regarding my period of confronting the 
unconscious. A number of my expectations for the physical world, derived from a 
purely mechanistic interpretation of the meaning of synchronicity, had not been 
met. Yet, all the synchronicity had involved an architecture. There had been a sharp 
correspondence between my minds eye, thoughts, and distinct elements in the 
external environment. As discussed below, I eventually entered formal psychiatric 
care. In addition to concomitant mood stabilization therapy, I had the time for, and 
access to, improved therapy for my anxiety, particularly the obsessive-compulsive 
disorder. While there was not a cure, there was control. Not only was there a 
reduction in senseless internal obsessions and external compulsions, there was 
maturing of my super ego, if you will, regarding interpretation of synchronicity and 
related phenomena (discussed in appendices). This helped to shift my thought 
processing towards a happy medium regarding epistemology as well. I developed a 
greater appreciation for, and embracing of, quantum prediction of probabilities, 
versus the mechanical prediction of rigidly defined space/time/matter. 

My potent pathological mental experiences were not over. As they transpired, they 
further reinforced an eclectic view of my mental life and required expanding a 
multidisciplinary approach to my therapy. In late winter of 2009, I developed mania. 
It quickly became easily noticeable by colleagues. However, I had previously been 
chief of psychiatry at that healthcare system for eight years. My colleagues' 
objectivity was clouded by friendship. However, fortunately, my denial of the 
standard psychiatric diagnosis of my mood condition had resolved. After 3 days of 
progressing intensity, I drove myself in for emergency psychiatric assessment at 4 
AM. Over the subsequent 4 years, I required 2 more overnight stays in emergency 
room holding beds and required multiple periods of medical leave. 
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While my practice conditions were altered and multiple therapy trials were 
implemented in order to allow me to continue the clinical practice of psychiatry, 
eventually it was determined that I should retire from clinical work. With recurrent 
mixed symptoms of Bipolar I Disorder, along with waxing and waning severe anxiety 
symptoms, I could not adapt to the stress of healthcare or the conventional grid of 
regular workday scheduling. With the environmental stress decreased, I continued 
with the tools of cognitive behavioral therapy, exercise, new medication trials, and 
music. I added light box therapy and finally developed a regular practice of 
meditation. 

The period of 2009 to 2013 also provided additional experiences reinforcing Jungian 
psychology and related fields, as well as spirituality. During a period where I had 
returned to work, I had the privilege of treating a man with Post Traumatic Stress 
Disorder and Major Depressive Disorder With Psychotic Features. Unlike the 
standard medication manager-separate therapist model, his case needed me to 
provide both medication management and psychotherapy. He needed frequent 
visits initially. With his supportive home environment, he did not require 
hospitalization. He went on to recover remarkably, with his wife reporting that he 
had recovered his pre-morbid healthy mentation. In the sessions, he mentioned that 
he had become an atheist. His wife was religious, and he was pursuing faith because 
he thought it would help him. 

My practice regarding religion and psychotherapy had evolved over the years. 
Overall, by my training, even in active-therapist modes, any discussion of religious 
concepts by both patient and therapist needed to be judicious on the therapist's 
part and required careful judgement. There were clearly situations of standard 
active-therapist modes where to be a stone wall would be detrimental to the patient. 
However, significant transparency on the therapist's part regarding the therapist's 
personal worldview could also be counter-therapeutic. Other rules would come to 
mind, such as: The patient would need to be in a clinical state where the integration 
would support constructive cognitions and not exacerbate dysfunctional psychosis. 
Obviously, it would have to be constructively desired by the patient.  

My patient was suffering from severe guilt over the past, a form of guilt which 
generalizes and affects many of the cognitions regarding the self, others, and the 
future. He wanted to further pursue his faith in God but felt that he was not worthy 
to proceed, because he still had regular doubts in God's existence. He also described 
an elaborate hypnopompic hallucinatory experience (Hypnopompic hallucinations 
are those that occur in the phase between waking from sleep and being fully awake. 
They are not considered pathological or 
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needing treatment, unless they are annoying or otherwise dysfunctional. His 
pathological psychotic features had been separate from these.) 

He described hearing and seeing a butterfly. The patient and the butterfly would 
have a dialogue regarding his religious journey. At times, the butterfly would speak a 
language that he did not understand. Then, it would pause, listening to someone 
whom the patient could not see. Following this, the butterfly would proceed again 
with the patients language, comforting him. Without knowing what the patients 
hallucination had said, the patient and I proceeded to address the patient's 
self-condemning cognitions. I reinforced constructive cognitions regarding the 
patient's religious doubting, based on the norms of the religion of his culture. I 
pointed out that doubting among mature faith pilgrims is a normal part of their 
process of growth. It is a natural constructive part of their inquiring. He stated that 
the butterfly had told him the same thing. The emotional tone of his reaction was 
one of peace and deep profound reassurance, not of bizarre psychological or social 
dysfunction. Of course, as on topic, one can always doubt the involvement of the 
numinous here. However, nothing about his character, history, or other aspects of his 
psychiatric disposition would have me conclude that he had not been undergoing a 
valid bio-mind-spiritual experience. 

In the fall, 2013, I entered another manic episode. This one followed a period of severe 
OCD and PTSD symptoms and depression. It was the final symptom exacerbation 
that lead to my clinical retirement. Although this was not my longest manic period, it 
was my most severe regarding my ability to regulate myself socially. I inappropriately 
'fired' 2 psychiatrists who were providing me excellent care. I could not organize any 
materials in my house. Also, for extended periods, I could not stop talking out loud. I 
would tell my wife that if she heard me talking, to not worry; I was just practicing 
speeches. My wife and one of my sons took me to an emergency department. The 
ED held me overnight. Retrospection being 20/20, it would have been better if they 
had kept me for a 2-week hospital stay. Three days after the ED visit, I chaotically 
threw music gear and other items into my car and hit the road. I include a discussion 
of this travel piece below, because it illustrates the difference between suppression 
and repression. 

This  manic episode involved the usual florid synchronicity. Regarding the road trip, 
there was a particular aspect reflecting a breakdown of suppression specifically. 
Although I was conscious of the driving and could recall it later, the first 4 hours were 
dictated by my explicit memory (see nomenclature section below). I was driving 
through roads and places of my home state that were part of my remote past. 
Multiple times, I made a conscious 
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effort to stop the pattern, but I could not. Then, after about 4 hours, I was able to 
direct the car down I 95 South, with the goal of seeing an old Army buddy living in 
the Florida Keys. I made it to the Keys, where he and his wife reinforced that I 
needed to get more help. 

Moving to a discussion of Jungian concepts and that 2013 manic episode, there was 
much relevant material. For example, reflecting what Beitman and his colleagues 
have found in their research, I clearly found that when I listened to 'religious' radio, 
my experience of synchronicity increased (Beitman 2016,  pp. 236-237). I was so 
impressed that I sketched down a skeletal design for an experiment comparing the 
reported incidence of synchronicity by listeners of 'religious' music to that of listeners 
of 'secular' music (Maybe I do not need to state this, but I perform 'secular' music 
regularly. I am not advocating one genre of music over another based on this 
potential pattern). Regarding the collective unconscious, one afternoon in my home 
was particularly striking. My two sons were upstairs talking and most-not just 
some-of their conversation content involved my thoughts. 

  

The above covers enough biographical and related material for the task at hand. 
Now, I will go on to the pre-discussion and discussion. 

  

  

PRE-DISCUSSION: CAVEATS AND NOMENCLATURE 

  

After being in the company of academicians for extensive periods and looking at the 
bibliographies of literature, I know that I am not well-read.  One might say that I am 
reinforcing the debatable point that eclecticism can help in the process of resolving 
intrapsychic confusion. In the discussion, I make an effort to describe some of the 
thinking involved in my personal goal of reducing cognitive dissonance. With that 
global caveat in mind, I will go on to discuss a few items that will hopefully facilitate 
the understanding of my thoughts, before proceeding with the discussion. 
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Regarding words or concepts at large: Often, I do not know if I am adding a use to a 
word that is not standard among experts. This has the potential to be offensive and 
undermine communication. However, if I only create more words, that undermines 
reciprocal information sharing and community. If I know that a word or concept is 
something distinctly derived from one or a group of experts or authors, I will refer to 
the source in the bibliography. Some of the concepts are powerfully archetypal, and I 
apologize in advance if I fail to reference where I should. 

  

NOMENCLATURE: 

  

Classical: I use this term to refer to the mechanical view of the cosmos. 

  

Holographic: I use this term for economy of effort, because I find it widely used 
regarding processes or elements of processes that appear independent of 
space-time. When considering a construct with properties 'independent' of time or 
space, I will often use the term 'holographic'. With the word holographic, I am 
conceiving of processes involved in a strange hybrid of classical causation versus 
correlation with the classical. If I am considering a time-dependent concept, I am 
referring to the definition of time that would be graphed linearly. 

In the context of the use of the word 'holographic', strange hybrids of paradigms are 
being discussed. These paradigms are mutually contradictory on the level of the 
standard rational conscious mind. However, they resonate with morphed level of the 
mind, which is typically unconscious-or at least preconscious-while awake. Of course, 
words fail in the average conscious mind, where we can only conceive of a deeper 
underlying reality in piecemeal fashion. I find that shifting to a conception that only 
integrates 'the present tense' of time helps me to conceive of holographic processes. 
Then, it is easier to conceive of the spatial radius or reach of the holographic process. 

  

Mind: a term pertaining to functions of the soul in combination with the psyche. 
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Psyche: I do not try to define where the brain ends and the psyche starts, particularly 
in a mechanical sense. The psyche is part of a continuum including the brain. I 
consider the psyche subject to the laws of physics, including the elements that can 
engage in quantum superposition and entanglement.  I do not try to correlate 
conscious versus unconscious regions of the psyche with superficial versus deep 
large anatomical regions. There is some correlation, but there also seems to be much 
potential independence, particularly when considering quantum biology. An 
important role for the psyche is providing an interface between that of the physical 
world and that which is not. One way that I can conceive of the mentation apparatus 
'bridging' the physical world of an individual to the world of 'the numinous' involves a 
series of interconnecting layers of body-brain-psyche, soul, then spirit. 

Soul: I see the soul as critical in our sentience and other aspects of functioning. I 
believe that it is a distinct aspect of individual and universal being. I see this while 
also conceiving that the soul and the psyche are critically interdependent; another 
strange hybrid for my classical thinking to grasp. The soul provides for the existence 
of pattern, meaning, judgement, emotion, among many other functions (See 8 
Appendix: Soul). 

Spiritual: I believe that this is also a distinct aspect of being and influences the soul 
and psyche.  

The Topographical Model and Repression:  

The topographical model of the mind refers to the range of 
conscious-preconscious-unconscious. I will use the term preconscious here, but not 
use subconscious. For the purposes at hand, one could substitute the word 
subconscious for preconscious. Depending on the context, clinicians or writers will 
vary in where they might place the barrier to what is unconscious in a healthy state. I 
believe that this flexibility reflects the variation in the normal population, and is not 
of technical importance regarding the subject at hand. 

In Freud's original work with a topographical model for the mind, he saw repression 
as a general counter-cathexis to the upward-moving unconscious material (Hales et 
al. 1994,  p. 153). Freud's later-developed structural model, and its further 
development by others, refined the use of the term repression as an ego defense 
mechanism. In the discussion, I will use the meaning derived from Freud's original 
use of repression, in his early concept of the topographical mind. It is important to 
emphasize here that repression is an 
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unconscious process. This is one aspect that differentiates it from suppression, which 
is a conscious process. 

Contextual figure of speech: I will precede and follow a word with single quotes in 
order to indicate that the meaning is particularly contextual, based on certain 
conditions of that mode of inquiry or that view of reality. 

Explicit Memory: "either generic, involving knowledge of facts or ideas, or episodic, 
involving memories of specific autobiographical incidents." (Gabbard 2014,  p. 10) 

Implicit Memory: that which manifests in behavior without requiring the person to 
be conscious of it. These are retained skills, such as driving. Also, Gabbard presents a 
diversity of implicit memory that is relevant to the discussion of pattern topography 
below. He states, "The unconscious schemas referred to as internal object relations 
are to some extent procedural memories that are repeated again and again in a 
variety of interpersonal situations." (Gabbard 2014, p. 10) 

ESP: extrasensory perception (This term was popularized by JB Rhine, but I could not 
find the original coinage). 

Synchronicity: " the simultaneous occurrence of a certain psychic state with one or 
more external events which appear as meaningful parallels to the momentary 
subjective state—and, in certain cases, vice versa. " (Jung 1960, p. 25) 

  

DISCUSSION: 

The 'boundary' to the unconscious, in keeping the strange unconscious at bay, 
allows us to be classical thinkers and socially appropriate. Repression generates this 
boundary. It is very important to emphasize that repression is involuntary. It 
functions below consciousness (Repression is in contrast to suppression, which is 
voluntary and keeps contents of the preconscious from distracting us). Our means of 
keeping the unconscious at bay can be disrupted while fully awake, as seen in severe 
mania, the use of potent psychedelics, and other mental states.  By looking into 
different aspects of the mind, we can better understand what happens when the 
boundary to the unconscious is altered or shifted. 

In addressing my worldview and trying to resolve my confusion, I often conceive of 
three 
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aspects of the mind which have a role in shaping many attributes, including 
perception, thinking, behaving, and feeling. They provide economy of effort when I 
am conceptualizing synchronicity and related phenomena. These capacities are 
limited as to what context to which they can be applied, but they have a strong 
impact on worldview, particularly. Although these are abstract conceptions, I believe 
that more can be known as to which attributes of the mind correspond more to the 
soul versus the psyche. 

The three processes are the conflict process, the pattern process, and the awareness 
process. I will not elaborate thoroughly on all these here, but I will try to focus on 
those aspects which relate to the topic at hand. I will briefly state that the conflict 
process draws from-or resonates with-some pieces of ego psychology and Freud's 
structural model. The pattern process partially draws from Freud's original 
topographical model, object relations theory, and Jungian theory. The pattern 
process pertains to explicit memory of the internalized environment, derivatives of 
external experience such as implicit memory within the preconscious and the 
personal unconscious, as well as archetypal factors of the collective unconscious. The 
awareness process pertains to the degree to which a person develops access 
to-and/or understanding of-layers of the preconscious and unconscious. The 
awareness process borrows from many concepts within psychodynamics and other 
fields. These are disciplines that apply concepts of insight, the topographic mind or 
archetypal equivalents. These 3 processes of the mind have interdependent function. 
Again, the concept of these 3 processes has a specific purpose in providing economy 
of effort when discussing worldview development. There is not an intention for them 
to be used in describing global mentation. 

Pattern contents are arranged in the unconscious in a spectrum from individual to 
collective. The region at the extreme individual end of the spectrum involves total 
chaos, indicative of the need for at least some engagement outside oneself for 
pattern development. Past the collective end of the spectrum, we are outside of the 
realm of the mind altogether, where the domain of space/time/matter/psyche/soul 
ends. The primary domain of the spiritual is conceivably on that side. Pattern 
contents reside at various depths within the unconscious mind according to their 
source or derivation. Sometimes the internalized material can be progressively 
sequestered into an amalgam around an important event/theme/someone, with a 
particular capacity to cue intense feelings. Jung called this a complex and 
considered that it could function almost like a separate personality. He considered 
archetypes to be complexes of the collective unconscious (Von Franz 1992,  pp. 3-5). 
For all these contents, once they are in the mind, I like to use the word progenitor for 
economy of effort. This 
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word has a versatility that encompasses memory content, imprinting, other simple 
pre-patterns, musical pre-patterns, as well as the diverse nature of complexes and 
archetypes. Progenitors have a psyche side and a soul side. They are like a region of 
the color spectrum. Sometimes the whole region is referred to as red, and 
sometimes a subsection of the region is considered, but still called red.  A given 
progenitor can be a stack of smaller progenitors. Or, one may refer to a progenitor 
which is made up of a stack of individual and collective progenitors. This feature 
becomes important when understanding and communicating, with economy of 
effort, aspects of social movements, the manifestation and impact of synchronicity, 
as well as other ESP. 

Here, I will discuss the spectrum of synchronicity meaning in an introductory 
manner, before going on to flesh out the above subjects. A correspondence is 
maintained between parts of the changing external environment and parts of 
progenitors in the mind. Both are fragmenting and morphing. Yet,  they retain a 
correspondence with each other, even if it is at a small element level. They are 
related in pattern, because there is a holographic common element to both of them 
mediated by the psychodynamics discussed. The retaining of fragmental 
correspondence is easier for me to conceptualize if I think of the digital-like nature of 
the psyche side of the mind. The intrapsychic and environment elements of 
synchronicity are like fragments of nucleic acid that can still fit together. The process 
of correspondence in synchronicity is sometimes analogous to what goes on in 
antibody to antigen assays. The antigen mixture may be that of bacterial cell wall 
fragments. At one time, the bacteria formed an organized colony. At the time of the 
assay, the colony as well as the individual bacterial walls have been sliced and diced. 
Yet, they hook up fine with the corresponding antibodies. 

In the psyche architecture of synchronicity, there is a spectrum from chaos at one 
end, progressing to simple mechanical correspondence, then to the elaborate 
nature of individual theme correspondence, followed by community theme 
correspondence. However, a concept of digital-like correspondence between psyche 
progenitor and the environment part, throughout the chaos to collective spectrum, 
is just that: mechanical and digital. The soul allows for a progressive interpretation 
and meaning across the spectrum of individual to collective. This provides the 
progression a living nature, as reflected in massive communal art celebrations, 
involving part of the collective end of the spectrum. In the big picture of 
macroevolution, there is an underlying holographic cycle throughout the linear 
time-bound process: mental internalization from the environment, morphing, 
re-externalization through behavior and mind-matter processes. The latter are 
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soul-psyche processes and not easily empirically researched (See Appendices for 
elaboration on these processes). However, the view that there is more than just 
metaphorical soul involved is reflected in ongoing traditional religions in many 
regions of the world and the serious discussion of 'spiritual' in secular communities. 
To summarize, one experiencing synchronicity can progress through layers of 
meaning, revealing a spectrum of chaos to mechanical, then to meaningful 
individual (conceptual-subjective), then to meaningful communal 
(perceptual-objective). 

As mentioned, progenitors each have their corresponding soul side and psyche side 
( for me, mind=psyche and soul ). I will attempt to discuss the relationship between 
the soul and the psyche, as well as some differences. There is a correspondence and 
a reciprocity between the soul and psyche elements of the progenitor. The physical 
side influences the soul side and vice a versa. Psyche progenitor elements are like 
plasmids containing limited strands of nucleic acid. They are not alive. From the IT 
software world, the psyche progenitor elements are like drivers. They can develop a 
lattice of associations with each other intrapsychically and interpsychically, 
interpsychically via the collective unconscious. The soul is like an analogue sheet 
hugging the digital-capable sheet of the psyche, analogous to two sheets in a 
capacitor of an electronic circuit or the membrane and back plate of a condenser 
microphone. The soul side is like a live band and audience. Even if there is no note 
improvisation, the band members and the audience are in the flow of spontaneous 
inspiration, meaning, and feeling, on a community level. There is creation. The 
psyche side is like data of a recording of the performance with the best 
analogue-to-digital converters available. The converters yield the highest bit 
number, highest sampling rate, lowest sampling error rate that money can buy. This 
allows the 'music' to be processed by bit-dependent hardware while being a 
functional derivative of the deeper reality. I believe the soul can correspond to the 
psyche part to part in progenitors, while retaining a composite nature. In terms of 
scientific quest to understand the nature of things, I believe that the nature of the 
soul will be more difficult to assess, from this side of the numinous, compared to the 
the nature of the psyche. 

The progenitors deep within the psyche and part of the collective unconscious have 
the capacity to facilitate synchronicity that has more objective meaning than that 
facilitated by more superficial progenitors. This movement toward the objective is 
part of a conception evolving into-or proving itself to be-a perception. Perceptions, 
or broad community-validated views, critically depend on these deep progenitors 
that are of the collective unconscious. Again, progenitors that are heavily derived 
from one's unique life reside more 
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in the superficial layers, and progenitors that are universal/archetypal reside more in 
the deep layers of the unconscious. Therefore, if one could peer progressively deeper 
into the unconscious, one would initially view a pattern compartment of the 
individual personhood and locality. From there, the view would give way to 
tribal/regional/cultural/whole-earth domains. Then, finally into progenitors that apply 
to all manifested pattern throughout the cosmos. The spectrum of progenitors 
allows the great pattern variety, such as those in graphical endeavors, mathematics, 
constants and processes elucidated by the scientific method, earth psychosocial 
themes, local art and music patterns, etc. 

Regarding the individual personhood content of the pattern process, from a very 
early age one internalizes material, such as event memory, from the environment, 
into the mind. The character of these progenitors, and the capacity of the individual 
to sort and use them, are impacted by one's particular genome, as well as other 
predisposing factors. The progenitor can be subject to many processes of the mind, 
including repression. As one goes into the unconscious mind, the progenitor takes 
on a morphed nature; a derived form. Yet, it retains the potential to facilitate upward 
and lateral pattern. The upward pattern can form in the preconscious mind, 
conscious mind, and external world. The lateral pattern can develop across the 
collective unconscious. The progenitor also can cue emotions that were associated 
with the external life scenario from which it was derived. Or, it can be associated with 
other emotions. On the deep collective level, associations can be progressively 
inter-psychic and holographic in their reach. 

Repression can be selective or in association with other selecting mechanisms, 
resulting in an internalization of only certain attributes of events or people. Again, as 
is reflected in irrational and strange dream material, compared to the more 
conscious domain, progenitors of the superficial unconscious have a morphed 
nature. Our ability to 'view' this material while dreaming or psychotic, independently, 
without being directly involved in further 'morphing', involves a primary capacity of 
the soul. Also, I believe that any emotion cued or formed involves the soul (See 8 
Appendix: Soul). 

The preconscious is much more accessible than the unconscious and helps produce 
our array of dream material. View of preconscious material can occur just before 
sleep ( hypnagogic ) or close to waking ( hypnopompic ). My patient mentioned 
above, with the hypnopompic hallucination, was in a state close to fully awake, with 
his eyes closed. Reports of having particular insight or the solution to a pondered 
problem during this state are common. Of importance involving techniques such as 
meditation, the preconscious can be sentiently accessed by shifting attention 
(Gabbard 2017, p. 4). I have found that 
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synchronicity increases after I meditate. Beitman also reports this relationship 
between meditation and increased synchronicity (Beitman 2016, p. 238). As 
mentioned above, in the literature, it is sometimes arbitrary what is primary 
preconscious versus unconscious material, and, respectively, when a phenomenon 
involves a change in suppression versus repression. This bit of ambiguity is not 
technically critical regarding the paranormal in healthy states. From the perspective 
of the standard literature, my view of the preconscious likely includes the superficial 
tip of what many consider the strict unconscious. The manifestation of this tip is 
common in synchronicity occurrences which are not of a pathological state. 

It is important to emphasize the continuum of the mind layers, if you will. In the 
scenarios of abnormal or constructive paranormal manifestations of the 
unconscious, the continuum of progenitor layers is essentially not altered acutely. 
The barrier to what is normally unconscious is shifted or altered. A number of factors 
can promote this, including biological, psychological, and social factors. From an 
interpsychic perspective, a given group of people can be strongly linked due to 
resonating common layers, as well as their ability to access these layers. This ability 
can facilitate their conversation and collaboration without them sensing any ESP. 
Or, one or a few in the group may experience ESP, depending on the state of their 
internal boundary. Also, multiple molecular and other local factors in the 'macro' 
world, combined with the dynamics discussed, can affect the degree to which the 
unconscious is accessed or manifested. This is known well in the instance of ESP 
running in families. With families, you have the opportunity for the synergism of 
common internalized experience from their environment, as well as their 
family-specific DNA. If we take the example of my fall '13 mania, I experienced a 
synchronization of most of my thoughts with my sons' conversation while I was in a 
different part of the house, out of their sight, and not talking. As discussed above, our 
close genetic relationships and common environment-psyche internalization would 
account for some of this. However, this example also underscores the alteration of 
the boundary to my unconscious as a strong etiologic factor in my synchronicity. 

Paranormal perception can involve progenitors that are primarily archetypal. Or, it 
might involve a collective internalization of something that has significant mass 
and/or pattern, within a relatively small community. Let us take the example of me 
seeing the yellow comb in my minds eye, then retrieving it. The comb is a macro 
object with a distinct color. It has significant mass (has significant 'probability 
density'-see 2 Appendix: Science Hypotheticals, QM). Given that the comb is in the 
desk drawer, minimally, it was seen and 
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handled by at least one other person. This would allow for internalization into a 
collective unconscious. Also, a number of other factors might be in play 
psychosocially regarding the specific community. In an Army environment of 1984, 
where longer hair than a crew cut is still in vogue, but only partially tolerated within 
strict uniform standards, a comb has significant emotional value. The potential to 
use it can be augmented with that associated emotion. This will also make the 
extrasensory perception more likely, in addition to my boundary to the unconscious 
in an altered state. 

The hybrid nature of progenitors is illustrated in the spectrum of the 
intramind-to-environment resonance of synchronicity. The psyche side of the 
progenitor can fall into the spectrum just past the initial extreme of chaos. In this 
extreme end, synchronicity might be a little more than noise, but still reflect the 
critical intrapsychic-external architecture. The psyche element at this end may 
involve only bits of acute explicit memory or even a current conscious thought which 
has no noticeable meaning, emotional or soul investment, or augmentation through 
association. Synchronicity will impress the one experiencing it more as progenitors 
increase in complexity. Enhancing factors include the significance of the original 
external item of progenitor derivation (including its 'probability density'; see 2 
Appendix: Science Hypotheticals, QM). These factors also include emotional or soul 
investment, depth of the progenitor in the individual mind, as well as resonance with 
deeper collective progenitors. 

Further inquiry into the topography of progenitors can help in understanding the 
variation in the potency of reaction to synchronicity, as well as in discovering a more 
adaptive interpretation. As discussed, progenitors can lump up like pyramids due to 
their resonance. For example, an archetype of the collective can be the substratum 
for a simple personal progenitor or an elaborate personal one, like a  complex. The 
deep collective progenitor might be an archetype like the animus or the anima 
(Main 2004, p. 19). This can result in a potent romantic crush on another person. In 
this case, much synchronicity can occur with radio songs, shuffle play of huge mp3 
libraries, advertisements on TV, etc. The particular floridity of synchronicity in this 
context is also due in part to common emotional strata within the soul. This 
particular archetypal-emotion association is critically in facilitating such a vital 
process as mate attachment in our species. I believe that in these and similar 
instances where there is a deep social-relationship archetype as a foundation for the 
more-personal progenitor, there will be the opportunity for 2 interpretations of 
synchronicity. Those interpretations include the local literal subjective interpretation 
and the more socially adaptive allegorical interpretation. In this context, it is 
important to emphasize the potential, 
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and only the potential, for discovering an allegorical meaning to the synchronicity. 
The allegorical interpretation, being facilitated by a community-wide archetype, 
helps the person to adapt and thrive in broad community. 

Many factors facilitate the flexibility in interpretation. The person must get out into 
new territory, involving the broadest definition of territory, and wrestle with 
confusion. The person must be patient regarding the length of time involved. New 
territory includes increased spatial radius, social radius (interpersonal and via media), 
knowledge radius across disciplines, etc. Through this method, the person is exposed 
to more people and external material influenced by the deeper progenitor. 
Therefore, the external data and the deeper progenitor are in synergism, promoting 
the increase in insight. This is the process involved in consensual validation across 
many disciplines of inquiry. 

Sometimes, there is no particular intrapsychic discontent regarding one's 
interpretation of phenomena like synchronicity or one's general way of discovery 
and worldview. Sometimes, the person is not predisposed to be a 'knowledge' 
seeker. Much of this biological, psychological, and social predisposition is 
uncontrolled by the individual. The community-growing interpretation may never be 
experienced by the one experiencing synchronicity.  Sometimes intrapsychic 
discontent may be a strong motivator to expand their view. This discontent is part 
and parcel to having 'knowledge seeking' predisposition, but the person has a choice 
to use or not use tools. Regarding the existence of choice, I believe that we can 
actually choose among many paths, within limitations imposed by predisposition 
and other factors. I believe that it is the soul, not the psyche, which provides the 
capacity to choose. 

This capacity for the allegorical interpretation of synchronicity is the same capacity 
involved when a person needs an allegorical interpretation of other information 
sources, an interpretation that will help their community adaptation. These other 
items can be those such as mythology as well as other works of the deep 
psyche/soul. Of course, these works, while often sublime, will reflect individual and 
cultural pattern progenitors. These works will also reflect individual and cultural 
conflict process of the minds of the authors. The same process of gaining insight 
above can lead to an even more sublime and adaptive experience with these works. 
This process allows one to distill out the message that is for a broader time and 
space. This involves constructive spirituality engagement for a discontent seeker. 
Again, to emphasize the above dynamics, the spectrum of deep collective mind to 
superficial individual mind allows for flexibility of this capacity for the literal versus 
the allegorical interpretation. There is always potential movement deeper 
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inward and broader outward. If the potential seeker does not go out and in, the 
broader world does not exist to them. Therefore, a progressive interpretation does 
not exist to them. As above, adaptation of insight, integrating the personal as well as 
the collective unconscious, is a movement from limited conception to perception 
(consensual validation is critical in moving from conception to perception). This is a 
process that involves a healthy move from subjectivity to objectivity. I want to 
emphasize that a movement in all aspects of the soul from subjectivity to objectivity 
is not what I am talking about nor advocate. For example, one can tell when a 
mature blues or jazz musician is able to preserve their subjective disposition in an 
improvised solo. 

Regarding the social value of seeking knowledge, I regularly caution myself to avoid 
being trapped by philosophical or personality-type tribalism. I am more prone to this 
tribalism when I dip into obsessive and depressive symptoms. Some folks, due to 
bio-psycho-social factors, may not be prone to seek knowledge. They will not tend to 
adapt their interpretation of synchronicity, mythology, or works from the deep 
psyche/soul. However, they can be able to love in behavior and emotion at least as 
well as the knowledge-seeking type of folks. In the time they are not seeking, the 
non-seekers have more time and energy to avail themselves to other tools that 
promote love and constructive community. This involves a maturing of the conflict 
process of the psyche and soul, a thorough discussion of which is outside the 
confines of this paper. Regarding uncontrolled predisposing factors for seeking, with 
my biological condition, I am obsessive and prone to florid alteration of the barrier to 
the unconscious. I am prone to look for answers. Regardless, I believe that whether 
one seeks knowledge or does not, love in the collective aspect of the soul can draw 
folks to adapt and love better. 

As the internal moral governor of the conflict process matures, the use of individual 
and tribal standards to judge oneself and others weakens. The person is governed 
less by mechanical static internal rules and is capable of being governed by the 
dynamic flexibility of love. The conflict, pattern, and awareness process of the mind 
are interdependent and synergize in this process. Within the non-clinical spectrum 
and array of personality types, each individual can vary in the potency of each of 
these mind process. This is where synergism is critically important in the maturation 
of loving behavior. With the maturing process described, internal resources are freed 
up for community cooperation. The community-beneficial, unique, and creative 
talents of the individual can grow effectively. 



My experience can provide an example of more imbalance in the mind processes 
when I 
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was younger, compared to now. From a traditional psychodynamic perspective, the 
governing element within my conflict process was immature and rigid. This 
facilitated self-judging in the conflict process, poor insight due to an insufficient 
state of the awareness process, leading to poor capacity for progressive pattern 
interpretation. The external environment of the time prior to my first mania 
facilitated this state. The traditional psychodynamic phrase, 'manic rescue', applies 
here. With the biological predisposition on board, the rigid governor (superego) was 
overthrown. This resulted in an opposite tone of disinhibition in the conflict process. 
The drive to overthrow the rigid governor is generalized. It affects the pattern 
process. It disrupts the boundary to the unconscious, resulting in a florid emergence 
of pattern material into consciousness. However, evidence of the unaltered 
immature internal law structure remained. My worldview remained skewed toward 
classical mechanics and, consequently, an immature interpretation of significant 
portions of the synchronicity. Relatively recently, as confirmed by authorities in my 
support system, I have worked through much, and I have advanced in my capacity 
to love myself and others. This helps me to not get manic. I do not need the mania in 
order to see beyond the mechanical.   

I believe that love is ultimately flexible and adaptable to context. Love is alive and 
provides aptitudes like flexible judgement. For example, someone may give a 
critically helpful tool to another person at one end of a building. Then, they may turn 
right around, walk to the other end of the building and remove that same tool from 
a second person, because it will not help them. Love draws us to do things that will 
help community, when we can not yet see the community or the need. Some 
religious folks judge atheists for their lack of religious faith. Yet, atheists who are 
experts in science are often drawn by awe and passion to develop tools that heal, 
save lives, and promote community at the most critical levels. Often, they have no 
idea where their path will take them. You will see in history literature, that their 
critical contribution was an 'accident.' 

In the above, there has been much discussion of community. Epistemology is a 
struggle, but it can help us. Groups of discipline experts bring to mind an analogy of 
a multi-sided three dimensional polygon. Each side of the polygon represents a 
discipline of knowledge across science, psychology, religion, etc.; a kind of tribe, if 
you will. The sphere represents ultimate knowledge and understanding of 'this level' 
of existence. All sides of the polygon must be the same size for it to grow. However, 
the growth is stunted by individual sides becoming side-centric. Outside the 'next 



level', we may not see or understand this level in its ultimate essence. However, the 
growth of the polygon is toward that view. Growth of 
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the polygon can help 'this level' of existence, as the sides further shrink, reflecting 
maturation of us as individuals and the dissolution of tribes. With this analogy in 
mind, and since much of this is biographical, I will close with lyrics from one of my 
songs (See 1 Appendix: Music for a discussion of music and further access to other 
music, including audio). 

  

A Train, A Tussle 

Lyrics and music by: James Scott Williford , 

 © 2004  James Scott Williford (BMI) 

  

   
A trace of orange; a receding light 

Over cold brown fields in the coming night 

A soothing glow, the draw of the flame 

With the mountains etched; a numinous aim 

  

But the winter wind cuts my skin 

As the clouds of doubt come rollin' in 

  

   
My chin back up, my eyes have spied 

A silver engine in the station light; 

A keen steel vet of many a route, 

A rovin' bulwark, without a doubt 
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But my muscles ache, my feet sting so 

As my shoes fill up with the clingin' snow 

  

   
The station is vacant as I bust through the door 

Slams echo off the concrete floor 

My shoes are slippin' as I turn to the teller 

Wet snow flyin', I scare the old feller 

  

Then others knock, he invites them in, 

My strife and greed they surge within 

  

   
The polite old sage tells a simple story: 

No one boards the train in all her glory 

If we leave behind just one poor soul 

In our anxious quest for the luminous goal 

  

I scan the room and my mood resonates 

With the hopeless faces of this frigid state 

  

   
Chorus: 
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I'm thinkin' beyond those mountains, beyond all the sea 

I'm thinkin' of all the tribes, in a struggle to be free 

Like me, they ask the questions, and I'm thinkin' of all who doubt 

Thinkin' of all who wrestle, hopin' no one is left out 

  

   
A spark of hope starts to infuse 

As one of the children breaks the muse 

Her only few coins, she lays them down, 

On the counter, for the teller 

To curb his frown 

  

But wrinkled faces with skeptic glare 

Are a cozy match for the icy air 

  
   

A brainstorm swells; a sudden heat; 

The children within us with faithful feet 

Doors swing often as the villagers give 

Their only stock that has let them live 

  

But doubts ring on off the walls; 

Conventional fear in the station halls 
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A tussle in the crowd in the empty street 

As we scamper across with the clutter of feet 

Crammed through the door of an eager train 

Posed on course in the murky rain 

  

The boxcar lurches and once more, 

A squeeze imposed with the air of discord 

  

   
The sterling vessel cuts through the night 

Armadillos catch a shaking fright 

A race toward the summit and the fading light 

The golden layer stays in sight 

  

But colleagues quip, "Is this ship lame?" 

"Will it catch the abating flame?" 

  

   
Queries in the gang get some answers 

Stirring slowly like reluctant dancers 

Feeling the ship indeed move faster 
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Fueled by the light; a faithful caster 

  

But shadows still lurk inside 

We're silhouettes against the blazing tide 

  

   
The lustrous nose of her loyal craft 

Ignited now, spraying light rays aft 

Illumined corridors, windows, aisles 

Even our freight car warms with new empathic smiles 

  

   
Chorus: 

I'm thinkin' beyond those mountains, beyond all the sea 

I'm thinkin' of all the tribes, in a struggle to be free 

Like me, they ask the questions, and I'm thinkin' of all who doubt 

Thinkin' of all who wrestle, hopin' no one is left out 
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Appendices 

  

1 Appendix: Music: 

Streaming and free downloads of the three tracks are available here: 
thefoyer.band 

  

The guitar used on the first two, Over The Knoll and Sunjig Reverie, is of the kind that 
can emit standard electric sound or acoustic sound, on the fly. The songs were 
originally one, about 15 minutes long. They were split up in order to be convenient for 
digital media. The recording of these first two involved complete improvisation of 
the two guitar tracks, rhythm comping tracked first, then lead. This allowed those 
guitar parts to reflect a more fluid breathing of the unconscious. By staying in one 
key and keeping the chord changes simple, it allows for a sort of kinetic meditation. 
The basic space-time structure of the rhythm comping tends to form something 
analogous to a meditating focal point or a mantra. 

Obviously, imagery invoked by music is not to be dictated. However, with the 
instrumentals, I wanted to share the imagery I have which is relevant to the content 
of the paper and presentation. 

  

Over The Knoll: 

Instrumental. 

Drums-Peter Contarino 

The music reflects a subtle, gradual, and healthy development of insight and a 
development of healthy interaction between the environment and the inner world, 
including those elements which were once unconscious. 

  

Sunjig Reverie: 

Instrumental. 
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Drums-Peter Contarino 

The image I have is of dancing in the sun after achieving growth. 

  

A Train, A Tussle: 

Lyrics above. 

All music performed by James S. Williford 

  

2 Appendix: Science Hypotheticals. 

QM (Quantum Mechanics): 

I have to be eclectic in the therapeutic regimen for my mental disorders in order to 
get the best symptom control, and clinical research supports an eclectic regimen 
being the most successful. In my lay epistemology, I have found an eclectic 
approach best, drawing from many fields. 

If I am going with hypotheticals from a given field, I use those which have 
undergone the greatest epistemological rigor possible. In science, I prefer to use 
theories whose hypotheses has been proven by empirical experiment (whose null 
hypotheses have been disproven). With QM versus general relativity, there are 
physical conditions where the two theories become mutually contradictory. 
However, given that they are experimentally successful in their respective condition 
domains, I believe that each one reflects a piece of an underlying reality; a reality for 
all conditions. 

On the undergraduate physics level, I became familiar with simple hypotheticals 
using an introductory level of QM mathematics. Physicists often use these simple 
hypotheticals when teaching the public at large. For example, when teaching about 
quantum mechanics, they might use single particle scenarios, where only one or two 
properties of the particle are discussed, without gravity or other confounding 
variables in play. I use these in developing an explanation for my synchronicity. I do 
believe that the similarities that I see between those simple physics paradigms and 
the processes of the psyche indicate that they point to a common underlying reality. 
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Like many, I am fascinated with the discussions regarding various quantum dual slit 
experiments available in the mass media. For the application of the Schrodinger 
equation to thought experiments or hypotheticals, I appreciate what Brian Greene 
has written (Greene 2011, pp. 229-271). The interpretation that there is a 'collapse' of 
Schrodinger's equation at some level seems to reflect that more inquiry needs to be 
made. It seems to me that the process reflected in the mathematics of the 
Schrodinger equation is more generalizable. One might say that as the whole 
universe goes forward in time, this process is involved in the universal cookie press of 
macroevolution. 

Knowing that I am setting aside certain conceptions of 0 probability, I conceive that 
the process of macroevolution over time occurs between two never-reached 
extremes at the quantum level. One is uniform or total coherence and the other is 
total decoherence. A given particle-wave is only contextually decohered or cohered. 
The process of contextual decoherence appears to involve entities of different 
probability density proceeding through the process reflected in the math of 
Schrodinger's equation. In a standard dual slit experiment, the measurer, who has a 
relatively large probability density, registers the interference pattern 'disappearing' 
and the particle pattern 'appearing'. I am of the inclination that there has been no 
complete decoherence. There is no procession of the 'decohered' particle-wave into 
another world. However, for all practical purposes, whether the measurer is a 
machine, mouse, or human, our conscious mind concludes that the 
contextually-decohered particle-wave's property information is outside empirical 
conscious access. 

I believe that it is accessible by our psyche, but in a layer of the unconscious. This 
layer is one of a spectrum of layers across the topography of the psyche. This is the 
same process that is involved in internalization and progenitor formation discussed 
above. Only, it is occuring at a quantum level where the experimental equipment 
can reflect the internalization. The quantum phenomenon is part of the psyche side 
of a progenitor. In this scenario, there would be a dominance of contextual 
decoherence at the most conscious levels of the psyche, transitioning to a 
dominance of contextual coherence within the deep unconscious. This dominance 
of coherence in the deepest unconscious would be critical when considering some 
of the aptitudes of the collective objective unconscious and ESP. At the deep level of 
the collective unconscious, the probability distribution for psyche-matter effects 
allows for a very broad holographic reach.`These very deep progenitors provide the 
foundation for universal physical constants, among other entities. 

Psyche progenitors range from single to groups of wave-particles. The mind alters 
how 
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wave-particles are arranged, once internalized. They can resonate with each other. I 
believe that this is how entanglement is generated in the mind. Also, they can 
continue in a process of frequency modulation or relative decohering by 
wave-particles of higher probability density. This provides for morphing in mental 
and mind-matter processes. The morphing is linear, in that composite 
wave-particles maintain the quantitative characteristics of the process 
wave-particles. The mind can slice and dice them, then, recombine them. The 
recombining is analogous to the musical frequency modulation used to synthesize 
new sounds that became popular during 80's music. Morphing of unconscious 
contents, as discussed above, is evident in the strange nature of dreams. With 
frequency modulation and 'contextual decohering' in an upward process, there is 
morphing, and there is creative mental activity at the preconscious and conscious 
levels. Also, there is psyche-external matter interaction. This morphing allows for 
spacetime-individual, local, and regional morphological variety. 

Here, I refer back to the discussion section, where it was mentioned that the 
resonance between the psyche and the macro environment is maintained even 
though there is morphing on both sides. Again, we can picture the macro 
environment as analogous to an organized colony of bacteria, for which there are 
antibodies. Even after a shredding of the colony and individual bacteria into pieces, 
antibodies will still attach to the antigens. The psyche side of the progenitor is 
wave-particle in nature, as is the macro environment. Both sides can be sliced and 
diced but still maintain a distinct one to one correspondence within the parts. In the 
case of my mania, my consciousness gains access to deep progenitor layers, with 
more correspondence to environmental parts conscious, so that I am experiencing 
an unusual high frequency of synchronicity. 

To illustrate the role of this morphing process more, we can take an example from 
biological evolution. Morphing is most relevant to superficial macro processes, such 
as new phenotypic features in a species of birds in the Galapagos Islands. There are 
progenitors that are not undergoing significant morphing. One example are the 
deep universe-specific collective progenitors which manifest in cosmos-wide 
physical constants. Another would be earth-specific collective progenitors which 
facilitate the foundation of the bird evolutionary phylum. 

As discussed above, classical or everyday-familiar patterns are progressively 
produced upward into the superficial layers of the unconscious, then preconscious, 
and conscious mind. The soul is involved in morphing, including the engagement of 
hope, confidence, attention, and other attributes. However, the soul is not made up 
of quantum phenomena. 
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Therefore, the soul has the flexibility of viewing the intrapsychic content 
independently, without being involved in the process reflected in the math of the 
Schrodinger equation. We have the ability to 'view' this intrapsychic material 
independently while dreaming, clinically psychotic, or under psychedelic influence. 

Considering this architecture, we can go on to look at a couple of quantum dual slit 
scenarios. The first one is a common one. Quantum level particles (easily capable of 
superposition at room temp) are emitted by a device and form an interference 
pattern on a screen.  A measuring device is added in order to measure which slit the 
'particle' traversed, and the screen pattern changes to two bands. There are many 
objects of much higher probability density than the quantum particle-waves in the 
environment of the experiment, whether or not the condition of measurement is 
present. All of these objects and the quantum particle-waves are proceeding 
through a process reflected in the math of the Schrodinger equation during the 
experiment, regardless of whether the condition of a measuring device is present. 
When the measuring is in the conditions, the key is that the condition of 
measurement has entered the minds of the researcher or group of researchers. The 
corresponding wave-particle layers ( psyche ), along with attention, the associated 
meaning of measurement, the belief that assessment is occuring, the will for it to 
occur, etc. ( soul ), enter consciousness. They have moved up the gradient to the 
contextual decohering side. This process decoheres the waves of the dual slit 
apparatus as the new conditions of being aware of measurement proceed through 
the process reflected in the mathematics of the Schrodinger equation. The capability 
of the soul side of the mind to engage here, while independent of that physical 
decohering process, is critical. The effect is easily reproduced in labs, because it does 
not take more than the average attributes of the mind, when working with 
particle-waves of that size and context. 

The next dual-slit experiment I have in mind is one undertaken by Dean Radin and 
colleagues. The dependent variable was change in the interference pattern on the 
screen, in a standard apparatus of particle-wave emitter, dual slit plate, and screen. 
Dependent variable data from 2,985 test sessions was accumulated over 2 years, 
with 1,479 remote human participants, from 77 countries. A control consisted of 5,738 
sessions run by a computer. Wherever they were located, participants received a 
feedback signal in real time, that was linked to alteration of the interference pattern. 
The interference pattern was monitored via a camera recording the activity of 20 
fringes.  Fringe alteration from the null effect was 5.72 sigma for the human group, 
versus -0.17 sigma for the control. They found that experienced meditators were 
correlated with greater fringe change compared 
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to participants without attention training (Radin et al. 2016). 

The dependent variable here, or the effect tested within the experimental 
conditions, is a movement towards decoherence. The conscious minds of the whole 
community, conscious of the macroworld conditions of the experiment, are in play, 
as well as the collective unconscious. The experiment displays the role of internalized 
pattern progenitors. 

Some members of the community have seen the apparatus and associated 
hardware or have had that information physically communicated to them. The 
session participators have a graphical representation. All members have applied a 
meaning to the relationship between the parts of the system and/or a derivative in 
their mind's eye. The ratio of 'faith' versus 'doubt' in the collective community, that is 
all humans aware of experimental conditions-whether 'participating' or not, is a 
confounding variable not assessed. However, the participants have a physical 
feedback to augment their ability. Also, it is supported that the attribute of matured 
attention of the meditators correlated with greater diffraction pattern change. 
Finally, the relative probability densities involved in the dependent variable are low. 
They can be moved towards decoherence by the community. 

Other significant literature has emerged in the past 20 years showing advances in 
the sophistication and implementation of QM dual slit or analogous experiments. In 
2000, Kim and colleagues showed that even after the 'later' registration of a 
quantum as a which-path decohered state or a both-path cohered state, the 
entangled twin of the quantum detected 8ns 'earlier', will the reflect the same state, 
the state depending on the information obtained 'later' (Kim et al. 2000). In 2007, 
Jacques and colleagues found the same delayed-choice behavior. They used a setup 
that provided additional assurance that no information about the choice of the 
measurement could reach the photon before it came upon the path scenario. They 
used single photons, and there was significant separation between the point of 
measurement choice and where the photons entered the interferometer (Jacques et 
al. 2007). Ma et al. used a setup where 2 pairs of entangled photons are generated. 
One photon of each pair is sent to one of a pair of measuring devices. They are 
registered, but the state information is not yet known. The other 2 photons proceed 
forward to be delay-measured. The choice of measurement of the last 2 photons is 14 
to 313 ns from the time of the registration of the first 2 particles. Yet, how these last 2 
are measured affects the state information of the first-registered pair (Ma et al. 2012). 
Vedovato and colleagues extended the distance of delayed choice 3500 kilometers 
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using a satellite in orbit. They were able to observe similar delayed-choice results by 
choosing the measurement during the time that photons were traveling from from 
the satellite to the ground (Vedovato et al.). Also, taking relativity into account, 
quantum entanglement effects were confirmed across different frames of reference 
(Zbinden et al. 2008). 

A number of roles for the mind can be invoked in the above scenarios. I will focus on 
one involving a decohering process in the psyche as consciousness of the 
which-path information develops. In a case in which the condition of awareness of 
which-path information 'affects the past' and the entangled twin, a progenitor is 
involved. This may be a progenitor layer in an individual or community. Similar 
dynamics are involved as in Dean Radin's work above. At least one layer of the 
progenitor is in the superficial unconscious, involving the capacity to morph to 
contextual decoherence. Entanglement is occuring with the wave-particles of the 
experiment. We can detect particles and/or entanglement with our equipment, 
when the wave-particles involved have manifested much particle nature. In other 
words, entanglement becomes experimentally evident in extremes of contextual 
decoherence, not 'collapse of the wave function'. The experimental conditions 
involve wave-particles of relatively low mass (low probability distribution), where the 
condition of awareness of which path manifests with distinct particle patterns. The 
progenitor has holographic reach that allows a cross-spacetime community with the 
wave-particles of the experiment. In verbalizing the relationship to time's arrow with 
these types of scenarios, I prefer to switch back-and-forth between the holographic, 
which emphasizes only the present tense, and the linear time-bound perspective. 

Here, I will elaborate some on the nature of the progenitor. There are standard 
dispositions in the mind when the apparatus conditions allow knowing which path 
are present. At a deep level of the psyche and up, there are layers of progenitors 
which correspond to measuring of any nature. As one moves more superficial, this 
progenitor stack becomes more of a pyramid for the specific measurement at hand. 
This is analogous to tuning in a digital TV apparatus to a signal that is also 
transmitted in digital format. There is a bit-dependent correspondence, if you will. 
On the soul side of the mind, there is attention, intention to assess, among other 
attributes. Collectively, this is a decohering disposition of the mind-matter 
community of researchers and the quantum dependent variables. 

There are other developments involving the role of quantum phenomena in biology. 
For a long time, it has been known that classical-model nerve conduction cannot 
account for the experience of disparate sensory processes in the brain as one event. 
From the Internet, I 
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was familiar with Stuart Hameroff's work, but I could not find an article that 
discussed the maintenance of quantum coherence across brain regions. I had found 
writings from general biology that discussed processes, such as quantum coherence 
occuring in a photosynthetic system at physiological temperature (Ishizaki,  2009). 

This part of the appendix section was modified after I saw Stuart Hameroff at The 
Science Of Consciousness 2018 conference. I asked him for a reference that covered 
the above subject. He mentioned the article referenced below, as well as subsequent 
responses to commentary on the article. After reading it, I knew that I needed to 
reference it for multiple reasons. I was greatly encouraged by the suggestion of a 
possible unconscious process involving quantum coherence; "unconscious 
computing that might be some form of quantum computing, but without OR" 
(Hameroff, Penrose, 2014, p. 62). Here, OR is objective reduction (not of the 
Copenhagen interpretation). As quantum computing depends on maintenance of 
superposition, this suggestion resonated with my conception that as one goes 
deeper into the unconscious, quantum coherence dominates. Also, the paper 
suggested that unconscious superpositions could be responsible for bistable 
perceptions, such as occur with graphic figures like the Necker Cube. By their theory, 
the superposition-to-reduction process in neural microtubules is integral to 
conscious events. The alternate conscious perceptions, in the case of the Necker 
cube, reflect the superposition of the original unconscious state (Hameroff, Penrose, 
2014, p. 67). In addition to the nature and topography of progenitor dynamics, the 
model that they continue to develop supports my discussion of the psyche-brain 
topography, in general,  in the nomenclature section above. Lastly, a number of 
perspectives involving trans-brain region coordination, via holographic quantum 
properties, are discussed (Hameroff, Penrose, 2014). 

When reading the paper above, I was reminded of the question that I have as to 
when superposition is used in physiologic processes, versus entanglement. I refer to 
the above discussion regarding the detection of entanglement, as well as its 
formation. I go back to a simple hypothetical for now as it relates to my conception 
of the topography of the psyche. The Schrodinger equation provides us a probability 
distribution for a particle to be at a given position. Speaking in general terms, it 
expresses potential. In the mind model, the greatest potential is in the deepest 
regions of the unconscious, where I conceive a dominance of contextual coherence. 
This is where the progenitor has its broadest creative potential. Modulation, 
morphing, and 'becoming a particle' occur in superficial regions of the unconscious. 
Moving upward for a human, after the layer of community, we move into 
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the individual subjective region. Now, we have the opportunity for relationships with 
other entities that have a psychic nature. By my model, that is all matter, if you will. 
Going along with this, I conceive that grossly noticeable entanglement develops in 
the relatively superficial layers of the collective unconscious, followed by the layers of 
the personal unconscious. As mentioned, in the field of psychiatry, the position of the 
boundary between the conscious and unconscious mind is left a bit arbitrary. I 
believe that this reflects the transitioning to a 'defined' contextual decoherence of 
the 'fully conscious' state. Relating this to general biology, I do not consider birds 
capable of human conscious capacity. Accordingly, when looking at bird flock 
movement, I invoke the unconscious. This conception can provide for a relatively 
superficial, yet unconscious, community stratum of entanglement among birds in a 
flock, where they operating as one entity when switching direction (Cavagna et al., 
2015). 

   

3 Appendix: Synchronicity as the interpretation evolves. 

With the caveat that some synchronicity may be at the noise/chaotic/extreme 
individual end of the spectrum, I will discuss the evolution of the meaning some 
more. Particularly in the context where it is heavily derived from individual 
unconscious content, the interpretation of synchronicity, for a person new at it, 
tends to be mechanical regarding the environment and the future, and tends to be 
egocentric. There is not regard to the fact that all other individual minds are involved 
in the network in the deepest sense. However, I want to emphasize that 
synchronicity interpretation, when there is a possibility of progression from literal to 
allegorical, has the potential to be growth facilitating for the individual and 
community, even at the stage where the more egocentric literal interpretation 
dominates in the individual's conscious mind. It has a role in mind-matter 
manifestation when combined with faculties of the soul. The person does tend to 
have a sense of the numinous and a sense of being edified or belonging. They may 
engage more in constructive attention to matters of the soul or the numinous. 
Obviously, in the case of clinical dysfunctional psychotic states, states where 
synchronicity occurs, there is a confusion-facilitating role of synchronicity then. The 
person's other faculties are not coordinated. However, if the persons other 
bio-mind-social faculties and factors can be addressed, attention can be given to 
helping the person understand how there is an architecture to synchronicity, that 
there is an explanation for its particular pattern structure, and how there is a 
potential community-relevant interpretation. 
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Again, even the initial primitive interpretation can have a constructive role in the 
mind-matter relationship. As discussed above, there is a sense of the numinous, a 
perception of an edifying architecture. Elements of the soul might be invoked, such 
as confidence and hope. The primitive interpretation involves a local progenitor and 
a deeper progenitor. The deeper collective progenitor facilitates the pilgrim getting 
to the result that is of individual and community benefit. Ironically, they may not 
initially or ever recognize that they got there, because they do not have the insight 
or the allegorical interpretation. Or, they may never get there because other 
predisposing factors keep them in an egocentric individual existence, with no 
behavioral evidence of incorporating community progenitors or maturing in their 
ability to cooperate with others. At the risk of being redundant, this high rigidity, 
when occurring on the tribal/cultural scale, facilitates poor innovation and 
cooperation regarding major ecological and other world problems. 

4 Appendix: Molecular alterations and mind process 

As we move toward the superficial layers of the unconscious, progressively more 
molecular, where the brain resides, I believe that special molecular complexes of the 
kind described by Hameroff and Penrose become critical. They propose that 
consciousness depends upon quantum superposition maintained in neuron 
microtubules. They describe the action of general anesthesia disrupting 
consciousness through the dispersal of these superpositions (Hameroff, Penrose, 
2014, p. 47). I believe that similar molecular structures, or the same ones with 
selective operation, are involved in creating the molecular side of the boundary to 
the unconscious. If Hameroff and Penrose are right-as I believe-I think that we will 
one day find that psychedelics operate at receptors that alter the barrier to the 
unconscious through modulation of the coherence/decoherence ratio, if you will. 
This would have a direct impact on the psyche side of the mind. These types of 
molecular complexes would allow for a macromolecular disruption of internal 
boundary function seen with the ingestion of psychedelic or psychomimetic agents. 
With this disruption, consciousness can gain access to not only the preconscious but 
also the realm which is normally completely unconscious. 

Related to this discussion is the question of what happens when 'a medicine stops a 
delusion.' This is the subject of ongoing debate. Again, molecularly, I am inclined to 
believe in a process as described above, yet 'sealing' the boundary to the 
unconscious, if you will. This process is happening only at the boundary level and 
impacts the psyche side. If one is inclined to say 'the drug removed the delusion', 
one might also be inclined to say that when one pulls a window shade at the back of 
a house, one gets rid of the back yard. 
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5 Appendix: Macroevolution 

Before elaborating on the role of the mind in physical macroevolution, I will discuss 
some snags that I ran into with a few conventional paradigms of science regarding 
macroevolution.  In my mind, I have difficulty with the pure multi worlds 
interpretation ( MWI ) of quantum mechanics and what is discerned about the 
macroevolution process through other disciplines. It would seem that a procession 
of contextually decohered material into other worlds outside of this cosmos would 
undermine the randomness of mutation. That material still retains a degree of 
probability that would contribute to the element of chance in many processes, 
including mutation. Of course, it is easy to dismiss this when I think mechanically 
and put the broader implications aside, as if 'other' factors in mutation, such as 
chemical and radioactive proximate factors in mutation take care of the problem. 
However, they depend on all that material or information for allowing the element of 
chance in the process. For me, another problem with the MWI of quantum 
mechanics is absolute elimination of sentient choice as a separate variable. To take 
an example, elimination of choice would undermine phenotypic qualitative factors 
involved in mate selection for the human. Of course, one could argue that I am 
succumbing to a philosophical bias toward retaining freewill in cosmology, that pure 
absolute determinism holds, that there is only an appearance of choice, that there is 
no element of randomness in our cosmos, that there is no natural selection involved, 
and that there is just the odd persistent illusion of these elements. 

I also do not adhere to the conventional theory of macroevolution by strictly natural 
selection, as taught in standard undergrad. For a time during my curriculum in 
undergrad, before my exposure to QM, I was stable in my belief that only natural 
selection could account for macroevolution of complex life. Besides my later 
pondering implications of some interpretations of QM, the more I thought about 
strict conventional biological theory, the more I settled into believing that natural 
selection was a major factor but not the whole picture. Thermodynamic entropy was 
compensated by the wealth of energy from the stars and magma. However, what 
about structural entropy? I figured that all of the conditions of selecting 
environments are subject to structural entropy. With this factor for the 'macro 
environment', as well as random mutation in the selectees, there would be 
regression towards the mean, particularly over eons of time. Under these conditions, 
time would undermine complexity, even if you had disparate stops and starts. On a 
grosser level for the 'macro environment', look at all the lava flows, tsunamis, etc. just 
in a few regions, 
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over a few decades, even in our relatively stable time. I am not an authority on the 
various theories to justify the belief in only natural selection as etiologic, but it seems 
that biology needs other disciplines to help elucidate emergence and sustainability 
of the complex process of macroevolution.  

I will now elaborate more on the role of the mind, starting with the individual, then 
community, then move on to macroevolution. As mentioned, progenitors can have, 
as their primary source, elements not part of the macro environment. These would 
involve primary soul and/or spiritual etiology, if you will. With that aside, the first or 
the initial times that someone is exposed to an external pattern, song, etc., a new 
layer is laid down within the relatively superficial layers of the mind; analogous to 
imprinting in ducks. In the psyche, the particle-wave resides in a certain layer, which 
corresponds to a certain radius of space time. As one goes forward in time, additional 
internalizations can be built upon this one. However, it is difficult for them to have 
equal weight in the psyche, compared to the first one, because the first one has a 
unique and deepest layer of its progenitor type.  It is like the lowest shell that a 
particular electron can occupy. Also, the probability density of the individual layer 
combined with a deeper collective may be in play, if the song was popular and being 
internalized by many individuals within that initial space-time radius where 
individual internalization took place. Regardless, progenitors will facilitate pattern 
emergence in two ways. One, through the individual and upward 
decoherence/entanglement. The second, across time and space via the collective 
unconscious. 

Processes of this nature are socially facilitating. A social movement gains 
momentum through means not limited to empirical sharing of information. It 
provides a synergizing factor for people catching on after a conversation. Regarding 
constructive adaptive practices in society, wheels do not have to be reinvented. 
However, lack of insight and aspects of the conflict process of the mind often 
confound. With this case, there is a local low capacity for the progenitors' influence 
on sentience.  An example from evolution within a given genus would be us. 
Humans have evolved in our physical ( macropsyche ) capacity for sentience since 
our genus emerged in Africa. Since our species has physically emerged within that 
genus, the physical ability of the psyche/brain over the past 200K years or so has not 
essentially changed. Jumps in sentience ability can involve the large jumps of macro 
anatomical-psyche elements, as in the emergence of a species of greater cognitive 
brain capacity. After species formation, acute brilliance or dullness of 
insight-individually or collectively-involves layers in the psyche that are not the 
deepest and are 
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relatively more 'fluctuating.' Variation in our ability to learn 'from our past' 
non-empirically has to do with many factors, including the state of the mind's 
conflict process and/or awareness process. Looking at the holographic reach 
involved in separate macro regions, if a successful method is established in one 
given isolated community, it is very adaptive for us to not have to reinvent that 
method every time. Historically, this principle is reflected in the independent 
emergence of calculus, the theory of natural selection, and many other tools and 
concepts across various fields of knowledge. 

This subject of imprinting can segue into further discussion on the topic of 
macroevolution etiology from an eclectic perspective. Rupert Sheldrake utilizes the 
term imprinting in his book, The Presence Of The Past, Morphic Resonance And The 
Memory Of Nature (Sheldrake 2012). After discussing conventional uses of the word 
imprinting, he then goes on to discuss how a kind of imprinting into the memory of 
the universe would be the foundation for physical constants ( Sheldrake 2012, p. 361). 
He discusses how this same attribute of the cosmos would account for less work in 
the formation of specific crystals subsequent to-and compared to-the initial 
formation of that same specific pattern. 

Regarding patterns in nucleic acids, it appears that microRNAs have allowed for a 
reduction of the pool of active protein-coding DNA and messenger RNA (Peterson et 
al. 2009). That narrowing of the protein coding genetic element facilitates the 
natural selection process by allowing for less mutation points needed per unit time 
in generating morphological variety. In this scenario, given a dependence on 
mutation in a lower number of protein coding genes, I see a role for deep-mind 
progenitors. Without the stabilization of deep-mind progenitors, the 'con' side would 
be greater vulnerability to overall structural entropy in the protein generating 
machinery across the animal kingdom at large. More time would not be on our side. 

With the paradigm that I have been discussing, the deep collective unconscious 
mind helps to manifest and sustain pattern on a large holographic scale. Patterns 
can manifest in all space and time directions, providing the foundation for processes 
reflected in the mathematical and physical constants, which are derived from the 
deepest progenitors.  Morphology in macroevolution can reflect the deepest 
progenitors, as well as progenitors of moderate depth influencing planet-specific 
morphology, as well as art, music, etc. This more superficial layer of morphological 
change is where I believe entanglement is crucial. The local-community layers of 
entanglement would facilitate a planet-based morphology. This does not exclude a 
deep mind role of progenitors in trans-cosmos holographic reach through 
entanglement, but the degree would be different, allowing for morphological 
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differences above the strata of the physical constants and the standard biologic 
processes. 

As do independent developments of intellectual disciplines, independent biological 
evolution of pattern implicates unconscious layers of progenitors discussed. Given 
the relatively short period of macroevolution time since the Cambrian explosion, we 
have independent evolution of critical microRNAs which control the translation of 
messenger RNAs (Tarver et al. 2012). Reflecting this on the macro-morphological end, 
there has been independent evolution of the camera eye. This example of the 
pattern burst of the Cambrian explosion forward can be understood to be brought 
about by a synergism of both the mind dynamics that I have discussed and the 
conventional proximate and ultimate factors of macroevolution. 

  

6 Appendix: More on mind, matter, and macroevolution. 

We can discuss synchronicity again in this macroevolutionary context. As discussed, 
synchronicity reflects a one to one correspondence of pattern progenitors and 
pattern elements of macro environment. Through a concert of deep progenitor 
influence, internalization into superficial unconscious layers, and morphing, 
intrapsychic, interpsychic, and extrapsychic new forms emerge. The psyche, 
combined with the soul, is in a hybrid process of multi-mode information reception 
and matter influence; an ongoing reciprocity between the mind at all levels and the 
macro environment. However, the influence, out of the mind, of emerging 
probability density and matter morphing effects, on the vast average, is only 
manifested in the macroworld as part of the grand and deep collective psyche/soul ( 
mind ). Again, this deep collective unconscious is the domain of very stable 
progenitors that manifest across the largest of holographic radii. 

The cosmos is likely teaming with evolved life. With this in mind, I have a few 
cosmos-wide standards that I believe in. I believe that there are spiritual and soul 
standards that synergize with the mind processes discussed. These are analogous to 
the progenitors that undergird physical constants. I conceive of these as being a few 
like faith, hope, love, judgement, etc., as well as negative attributes. It makes sense to 
me that there is a universal standard in macroevolution of building morphology and 
function on top of older biological layers. This would be the case in organs of 
sentience, providing a biological or psyche side for universal intramind conflict. 
Given universal deep progenitors for life emergence, it would follow that there would 
be a part-to-part correspondence between 
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the psyche and soul aspects in extraterrestrial life. It follows that they are in 
community with us at the deepest progenitor levels. 

I believe that the changing status of the universal mind conflict process is 
fundamental to multiple features of macroevolution. These factors impact the 
nature of patterns that emerge, the existence and nature of entropy, the concept of 
time,  and time's arrow. 

  

7 Appendix: Manifestations of holographic reach related to the intra-mind and 
extra-mind. 

How deep and collective the progenitor resides is correlated with its holographic 
reach of macrophysical or social impact, and this is related to the discussion of 
imprinting above. The degree to which the soul side of the progenitor is influenced 
by emotional intensity or association with other synergizing factors will also impact 
the upward and holographic reach. As discussed, often, I hear a song and am 
brought back to the era of my life where I first heard it. If I go through a phase of 
binging on it in the present, it gains association with the present, but then reverts 
backs to the original association. It seems that the progenitor and associations with 
a specific era are reinforced, if I happen to have been alive and listening to the song 
during its greatest popularity. Sometimes, I will have vague impressions, in my 
minds eye, of places that I have not been to, when listening to music. This is still 
easily dismissed by a physicalist view, given the relative lack of consensual validation 
that I have at this point. 

holographic flexibility was reflected in Jung's coinage and use of the word 
synchronicity. Factoring in varying gravitational field strengths and relativity, pure 
'simultaneity' of events is a figure of speech, and Jung did not limit synchronicity to 
phenomena occuring 'at the same time'. He applied it to phenomena of discerned 
meaningful resonance across space-time (Jung 1960) ; reflecting the involvement of 
a collective psyche. A common encounter with synchronicity described in Jungian or 
related literature would involve resonance between a dream and events elsewhere 
and/or in the future from the time of the dream (Jung 1960). 

Concerning the range of size in the external macro environment, the spectrum of 
mass-or influence-of elements in the macro environment can have their 
corresponding spectrum of 'imprint' in the mind. This can impact the degree of 
literal correspondence between the ESP and the subsequent empirical perception of 
the element. For example, the city of New York is massive and has a number of 
macro factors that support its stability. It will have a 
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corresponding large layer of probability density in the collective unconscious. This 
would allow precognitions involving New York as the location to correspond literally 
in the gross sense. However, we can also consider labile entities and/or complex 
entities like people with freewill. With the specialization and lability of 
more-superficial progenitors, not all of the precognition content have a literal 
meaning once the time of 'pre-viewed' event is reached. 

As stated, from the QM side, the greater the probability density of the 
macro-environment element, the more literal correspondence between the ESP and 
the empirical perception. The closer the holographic reach between precognition 
and empirical experience, by time or space, the more literal the meaning or the 
interpretation of the precognition can be. In the case of me and the yellow comb, we 
have literal clairvoyance. Though the mass of the comb is small, the holographic 
radius between the comb and me is relatively short. 

Here, I will further delve into literal versus allegorical in the interpretation of the 
paranormal. It does seem that the longer the space-time radius is, in regards to 
clairvoyance and precognition, and/or the smaller the mass is, the more likely a shift 
toward allegorical interpretation is invoked. This seems particularly the case 
involving other people, and I believe is part and parcel to having, at least, partial free 
will. In the case of precognition of human endeavors, you have freewill factors of the 
'pre-viewer' as well as all others involved. In the case of literal pre-viewed humans, I 
would think that the holographic radius must be exceptionally short. This principle 
pans out in what in have seen in the world of the paranormal, on the average. There 
are exceptions. One involves a specific person of exceptional magnitude and impact 
already known to a large community of a religious book as a physical individual, then 
mentioned as also being in physical form in the distant future. 

Outside of this context, I have seen an exception that I empirically confirmed. This 
involved a religious group of three people who had an extremely stable soul 
foundation, if you will.  They were adherents to the same devout religious practice. 
Also, two of them were biological siblings, and one of them had been married to the 
third for over 15 years. One of them had a precognition that turned out to have a 
hybrid of literal versus allegorical correspondence with the subsequent empirical 
experiences. These empirical occurrences began to manifest approximately 6 years 
later. The precognition was by the non-married person, a sibling of one of the 
married people, who did not live with them but had on and off phone calls and 
letters with them before the Internet. That 'pre-knower' saw that the spouse of their 
sibling would become well known for a technological innovation, but the precise 
nature of it was not seen at the time of the precognition. What particularly 
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impressed the viewer is that the eventual success of the one individual 'would' and 
did depend on the collaboration of all three people, and that all three were the same 
literal individuals during the empirical procession. The three-people community was 
seen as having a community aspect not bound by space-time. In traditional writings 
regarding deep experience with the numinous or aspects related to mythology, the 
above principles appear to apply regarding clairvoyance or precognition. 

  

8 Appendix: Soul. 

I mentioned a few analogies above and a few different functions regarding the 
psyche versus the soul. I wanted to elaborate a little on how I see the soul. Marie 
Louise Von Franz, when discussing Augustine's conception of time, states, "The 
present is nothing if not an experience in the soul...." (Von Franz 1992, p. 69). I 
resonate with that view. It goes well with my view of the soul whenever I consider 
'the moment' or 'now'. Rationally, I know there is no now in the classical sense. 
Better metaphors are 'this flow' or 'this groove' I am in. The soul gives me the ability 
to conceive, perceive, emote, have levels of consciousness, without affecting what I 
am reacting to, or perceiving, in a direct mechanical way. There is a degree of 
independence, which goes along with a degree of free will.  

This degree of independence of the soul from the psyche suggests a relationship like 
a strange hybrid, where correlation yet integration of elements exist. I see this nature 
of the soul as an explanation of some of the research results by Parnia and 
colleagues that implicate the soul in being able to provide holographic perception. 
This perception is recalled after a reintegration with the psyche-brain-body, if you 
will (Parnia, et al. 2014). 

Of the two elements of the mind, psyche and soul, the soul has special abilities for 
attending to other entities, applying meaning, discerning, judging, emoting, loving, 
art/music creating etc. Of course, the physicalist position is common, because when 
a correlating facet of the psyche-brain-body is altered, dysfunctional, or not present, 
no empirical behavioral manifestation is there to assess. Circumscribed conditions 
can be cited in reinforcing one view. One can say. "Look, Jim Williford's obsessions 
and compulsions are biochemical, as is evident in how his checking the stove knobs 
and his obsessions are reduced after his SSRI maintenance, when all other potential 
confounding variables are accounted for. This is consistent with the results of the 
most intellectually 
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rigorous, prospective, multi-center, double-blind, crossover, placebo-controlled....." 
However, with the biochemical treatment of my OCD, just because my psyche-brain 
responds to an SSRI, it does not mean that all of my experience is strictly 
biochemical. However, my ability to reside in the psyche AND have the altered 
experience, with altered physiology, does point out the critical biochemistry side of 
the mind. My experience is a hybrid soul-psyche one, and those are the conditions of 
the process throughout my ongoing psychiatric course of care. I refer to the above; 
the window shade analogy and the discussion of the barrier to the unconscious and 
quantum mechanics. 

I have found a particular perspective, and it is one which reinforces my belief in the 
soul side of my mind. Unfortunately, particularly in the early going of mental illness, 
this particular conception is not applicable preventively, only retrospectively. As I 
have gotten more experienced, I am able to use the constructive aspects of this 
concept while confronting negative cognitions during meditation. With that lead-in, 
I will try to describe it: During times of severe obsessions and/or negative thoughts 
that accompany depression, I get the sense that the whole line of time is dipped in a 
dark infinite tunnel of past and future. It is as if I was never not alone and will always 
be alone. Other analogies could be used, but I do not want to dwell on the negative. 
What is important is that when I come up out of the dark tunnel, it is as if the whole 
line of time was always OK and will be OK. I am not talking about a gooey manic 
emotion or "happiness" here. I am talking about an achievable and relatively 
sustainable state of contentment and sense of belonging. Also, regarding retrospect, 
I see the constructive experience of the mind throughout my life. When I go back 
into a surge of OC neurosis, the whole dark tunnel is linked up again. The current 
one and all the other ones going back to the first and worst (fall '83-winter '84) are all 
one thing. When I bop back out, I sense a good side of my consciousness 
throughout, including the era of the worst dark-tunnel experience, the one of age 23. 
I have reasoned that something in me with holographic capability and yet having a 
distinctness from the psyche must be in play. I do believe that essential constructive 
aspects of the soul can develop in the context of pathological or abnormal 
psyche-brain states. 'Anatomically larger' psyche-brain disabilities and 
developmental problems abound the world over. There is horrible pain with these 
conditions, but I do believe that exceptional soul abilities can develop in these 
circumstances. However, they are often difficult to assess. The psyche-brain facet of 
the mind will limit one's and the community's access to this nature of the soul. 

9 Appendix: Spiritual beings and agents. 
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For some, the discussion of actual roles of entities such as angels can be relevant 
and not offensive. Ultimate spiritual agents, in the scenario I have described, could 
have a role of ultimate holographic reach, outside space-time and independent of 
the mind. They could have this aspect while also facilitating functions within the 
mind. If they 'appeared' to, or were 'heard by', a person while that person was in a 
hypnopompic, hypnagogic, or other condition of altered access to the lower mind, 
these agents could take on the space-time local morphology. That would be the 
morphology of the higher and local, more contextually decohered, layers of that 
space-time local culture and individual, with the process influenced by the local 
progenitors. For an evolved sentient mind in a distant galaxy, the agents could take 
on that specific morphology. The universal physical constants allowing universal 
particle-wave homogeneity, those related to the deepest layers of the collective 
unconscious, would be the same as ours. 

10 Appendix: Ego Psychology; a cursory discussion of a few items.   

Drawing from a basic example of repression in the classic structural model 
(Superego, Ego, Id): Like most ego defense mechanisms, repression operates at the 
unconscious level. Particularly if the superego is primitive and rigid, it will not 
tolerate significant presence of anger, from the id, in consciousness. So, the ego 
responds by keeping the anger at an unconscious level via repression. In order for 
the anger to manifest, while avoiding the most destructive expression, the ego will 
sometimes use defense mechanism combinations which result in clinical 
manifestations such as conversion syndromes. 

One can apply the word repression, with the structural model in mind, in a 
non-pathological way, when conceiving of the relationship between increased 
synchronicity and meditation. This would invoke the view that there is a low level of 
adaptive tension that resides between our primal drives and our internal 
governance, as we go throughout a typical stress-encountering day. This raises 
repression and undermines our ability to access the holographic collective side of 
our psyche. Meditation would allow a reduction of this tension without the need for 
increased repression, concomitantly allowing the boundary to the collective to ease 
up. This would allow for increased synchronicity. 

  

11 Appendix: More on mind and matter 

Regarding the collective unconscious, large macro-environment masses are part 
and parcel to very large probability densities within the layers of the deep collective 
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unconscious mind. Progenitors in the layers of large collective ( archetypes ), smaller 
community, and the individual stack up and resonate, as described above in the 
romantic crush example. As mentioned, the influence, out of the mind, of emerging 
probability density and matter morphing effects, on the vast average, is only 
manifested in the macroworld as part of the grand and deep collective psyche/soul ( 
mind ). However, there are exceptions to the typical state. With integration of 
aptitudes of the soul and spirit, the dynamics of the 3 mind processes are integral to 
processes of psychosomatics, psychokinesis, faith-healing ( if you will ), in addition to 
the collective mind interface with physical macro-evolution since the big bang. 
Whether the progenitor is derived from the primary deep mind or prior macro 
environment internalization, or both, the corresponding macro environment parts' 
probability densities remain reflected in the psyche, in their respective layers. Beside 
the role of the pattern process, I want to emphasize that the  macro environment, 
which corresponds to the holographic reach of the mind or collective mind, will 
reflect all aspects of the conflict process. This includes the soul-side balance of doubt 
versus faith, hope, motives, etc. When paranormal experiments or faith healing 
approaches are engaged in, the community is subject to this collective conflict 
process. The process's tone, if you will, will affect matter outcome. Also, a given 
individual's disposition of all 3 mind elements (conflict/pattern/awareness) will affect 
how they see and interpret the outcome. Experiments involving small wave-particles 
will be impacted because of the low probability density of the wave-particles 
compared to the community mind and, because the wave-particles are responding 
to very stable progenitors within the community. In addition to the holographic-local 
relevant progenitors discussed in the Radin experiment above, these local 
progenitors are built on a foundation of deeper collective ones that involve 
fundamental aspects of the mind. On the psyche side, there are the physical 
constants. On the soul side, there are the basic factors for which words are, by no 
accident, less precise: elementary faith, attention, intention, expectation, will, 
emotion, etc. In faith healing, the pattern challenge of complex morphology and 
probability densities is much more substantial, than in the case of dual-slit 
experiments with near-planck-length wave-particles. 

Stepping back again to the larger macroevolution picture, one can see how the 
conception that I have presented, from the most superficial aspect of the individual 
mind, all the way down to the deepest reaches of the collective unconscious, 
elaborates on how growth in the capacity to love, for the individual and the collective 
mind, can be reflected in constructive morphological changes toward sentience and 
community. 
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12 Appendix: Gravity and relativity. 

Here, I will discuss hypotheticals involving relativity and the psyche-brain. Again, 
these are analogies, hypotheticals, approximations, and I am a lay person. Therefore, I 
will not attempt a technical consideration of conflicts between relativity and QM, 
such as the paradoxical prospect of absolute constant planck length in all frames of 
reference or issues of space-time and relativity below the planck length. With that 
intro, I will consider issues related to relativity. As I type this, all of my central and 
peripheral neurons are experiencing different cumulative gravitational field 
strengths. They all reside in different space-time frames of reference. This by itself is 
easily dismissed as a coffee table topic after a long day. However, analogous to a 
mysterious threshold for a collapse of the Schrodinger equation being problematic, I 
am not content with some mysterious threshold where the underlying principle 
reflected in the mathematics of general relativity becomes relevant to human 
function. If we conceive of the psyche as integrated into the processes of relativity ( 
above the planck length ), both in 'reception' and 'transmission', this would allow for 
additional holographic reach and versatility seen in paranormal experiences. The 
paranormal and everyday experiences would involve the psyche elements above the 
planck length participating in relativity effects. There are controversial 
considerations on this subject involving possible moon-earth relativistic effects on 
the deep psyche, with impacts on physiology and social behavior linked. 

I think about the nature of our relationship physically to all the gravitational fields, as 
well as their fluctuations in strength and overlap. It would seem to me that 
gravitational fields can stack or cancel in a way analogous to typical wave phase 
cancellation or amplification. It would make sense that our minds would have an 
immunity to this that does not just involve the soul. The psyche-brain-body would 
need an immunity. Now, this capacity for immunity could be cumulative over our 
local-earth linear time, as more psyches and their collective holographic reach come 
into space-time/matter.  Our earth time and that of other possible evolved sentient 
life forms would be holographically local compared to the length of time, since the 
big bang, that the universe was not in accelerated expansion mode. If so, this 
immunity could become a collective repulsive force, contributing to the acceleration 
of the expansion of the universe. 

13 Appendix: Coffee-table fantasy involving possibility of varying plank length. 

If we want to extend the coffee table hypotheticals, we could bring up the discussion 
of planck length again. There is some debate as to whether the physical constants 
can vary 
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after the big bang. If the planck length does vary, might it be a reflection of the 
average location of the barrier to the definitive unconscious ( below the 
preconscious )? Below this barrier would be the layer of the psyche where particles 
are not involved. In this paradigm, the barrier to the absolute unconscious dictates 
planck length and keeps the domain of general relativity intact.  If the planck length 
could vary as a reflection of the relative location of the barrier to the unconscious, 
one could imagine a 'space-time' where there is a significant jump in the location 
and/or permeability of the collective barrier to the unconscious, or even a removal of 
it. The domain of space-time would no longer be an applicable phrase, or it would be 
a realm where the dominance of space-time existence is 'over'; space-time a thin 
vestigial layer. This would involve an transformation of the psyche while leaving a 
greater independence for the the soul. It would be like a massive NDE soul journey 
and a psychedelic experience combined. This might encompass 'what is currently' 
other universes that are not accessible to consciousness.This hypothetical would 
apply to various 'next level' scenarios of mythological and religious traditions.  
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